It's always open season on single
men. Their very existence is a confession of culpability. By doctrine, by
custom, and by social pattern, they
should not exist. Whatever single
women may suffer, they still need not
cope with the pressure and guilt
single Mormon males must face in a
culture where the initiative rests with
the man and where the responsibility
to take it is preached by precept and
example in every ward in the Church.
"Most of the single men I know
have a problem with their self-image," confesses one. "They have been
asked so often, 'What's wrong with
you? that they begin feeling there is
something wrong with them." And
the paranoia is real. When an MPMIA
committee tried to get a group of
single men together for an interview,
a surprisingly high percentage of
them refused to come. 'They thought
they were going to be chastised,"
explained the committee representative.
The problem may be worse in
Utah. One single man in the Boston
area is frankly relieved to be away
from "the probing questions" and the
pressure. "There are a greater variety
of lifestyles here so mine isn't as
conspicuous as it might be elsewhere.
Probably more important, though, is
the fact that my leaders know me and
know what I'm doing so they don't
stereotype me." He adds reflectively,
"Of course, my bishop nearly denied
me a temple recommend once because
he thought I wasn't dating a t all. But
two months later he called me to be
his counselor."
What do single men identify as
their problems? One is '?laving my
motives constantly examined," says
one. "Just because we're single, we're
labeled as selfish, immature, immoral, abnormal, and/or unrighteousand have to listen to public sermons
on the subject."
Others feel that they're denied
some opportunities to serve because of
their singleness. A California man
said that he had to beg his elders
quorum president for a home teaching
assignment. Another one pointed out,
"A single woman can be a Relief
Society counselor-heck, a stake Relief Society president--but I doubt
that 1'11 be called to be Sunday School
counselor if there are married men
available. It's not that I'm aspiring to
a position, you understand; it's just
that my personal worthiness or ability
probably wouldn't even be considered
because of my marital status."
Another problem is the difficulty
of maintaining a healthy system of
functioning relationships. One single
man in a northwestern city commented, without bitterness or com-

plaint, that the only home he had
been invited to a s a friend was that of
his home teaching companion. A New
York man related how shocked he
was, upon passing the salt to a
neighbor in a restaurant, to realize
that the accidental meeting of their
fingers was the first time he'd physically touched another human being
for two weeks. "If it weren't for
shaking hands a t church, I'd literally
lose contact with the human race."
Several expressed pain a t the
inevitable loneliness.
"That's the
worst," said one. "When I've done
something and it's good and I feel
good about it, I don't have anyone to
share it with who is really committed
to my success. I can share it with my
friends, but it's still my goal, my
work, and my success. I'd really like
to be able to say 'our' sometimes."
How significant a problem is
external pressure? The answer varies,
since some individuals are extremely
sensitive to it and others are not. But
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all of them have noticed it. Some
locate the source of greatest pressure
in the Church itself. One Salt Lake
man who has been in several single
wards says, "I've seen probably seven
or eight different branch presidents
come and go since I've been here.
Some are obsessed with mamage,
preach it from the pulpit, compare our
marriage statistics with other branches, etc. Other branch presidents have
instead concentrated on increasing
personal righteousness and service.
My observation is that there are
about as many marriages in the
second kind of branch as in the first.
"I think," he added wistfully, "it
would help if a lot of single men didno
feel that their ecclesiastical leaders
disapproved of them. It makes it very
hard to approach them for help."
A significant source of pressure
on single men is single women. One
branch president mentioned his "complete sympathy" for single men and
told of seeing one of his counselc
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"literally backed against the wall
after a fireside by five or six womenwith no defense except a cookie and a
glass of punch."
Another single man told of having to force himself to go to church
after a multi-region fireside in which
the speaker had specifically preached
marriage for single men. "I knew
there'd be three or four girls waiting
to ask, 'Did you hear So-and-so's talk?
Well, did you?' And they were. I
found myself sidling around the halls
so I could keep my back to the wall."
Married friends are sometimes a
source of pressure. One Utah resident
commented, "Sometimes I get the
impression that people think I'm
against marriage because I'm single
and that they have to convert me.
They always find an occasion to 'bear
their testimony' about the joys of
marriage when I'm around. And sometimes it's so strained it makes me feel
like they're visual aids and I'm a
meeting."

A California man wondered if
part of the pressure came from a
"misery-loves-company" feeling, since
a t least a couple of his friends who are
most persistent in inquiring about his
marital status are precisely those who
have less than ideal mamages. "It
may be a defense. As long as they're
asking me about my marriage, or lack
of it, they don't need to really face
what's happening to their marriage.
"Still, it makes me a little resentful."
Another added, "One of the reasons why some friends so frequently
ask about marriage is that we seem to
have lost contact since their marriage
and we don't seem to have much to
talk about. My marital status-like
theirs-is always available as a t o p
ic."
Parents also provide a kind of
pressure. "The hardest part for me in
talking with my parents," said one
man, "is their feeling that they've
somehow set me a bad example of
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he'd been there for two years with the
being married. That hurts me."
same roommates and "people would
Others perceive Church programs
start to think something was going
designed exclusively for singles as a
on."
form of pressure. One man who has
Sensitivity to this kind of stereoparticipated in singles branches, both
type naturally sometimes acts as a
as a student and as a professional
barrier to developing close friendships
person, commented on the pressure
or roommate relationships, with its
that occurs in dating relationships. "I
inevitable price in emotional shallowremember how long I debated about
ness. One single man, however, is
taking a girl to a branch function;
secure enough in his own masculinity
everyone would immediately notice,
to use the stereotype to his advanwhisper, and sooner or later ask me if
tage: "When people ask me why I'm
we were 'serious.' I know that some
not married, I look them straight in
people really like that emphasis on
the eye and say, 'I don't like girls.'
social relationships, but it makes me
They usually leave me alone after
hypersensitive."
that."
The Young Special Interest pro2. "He's too picky." Impossibly
gram is often seen as a mixed blesshigh or idiosyncratic standards are
ing. Some enjoy the opportunity to
usually easier for someone else to see
serve and the ease in meeting women
than the single man himself. One
in group situations. One, however,
single man said of a friend, "He's
pointed out the irony of participating
looking for the Relief Society presiin a program "whose very existence
dent who's also Playmate of the
advertises that you're failing. The
Month. Of course he's not going to
only qualification you have to have to
find her." A branch president combelong is being single. The only thing
you have to do to get out is to get
married. If everyone got married,
there would be no YSI. I wish there
were some way people could choose to
participate on the basis of common
interests and common friends-not on
the basis of marriage. This way,
there's an automatic 'graduation' a t
the time of engagement, almost as I
though they're leaving behind childish things."
I By P. Q. Gump
Since the pressures to marry
seem accurately designed to make
single men uncomfortable, why doesn't
As a divorced woman with a
i t produce more marriages? Some
child, my dating life (such as it is)
married people who have seen their
naturally includes a lot of older single
own relationships narrow to the "inmen-in their late twenties and early
evitable one" with the logical union
thirties. Some of them were very nice.
following are genuinely puzzled by
But there are four of them that I hope
the apparent indecisiveness of their
resign themselves to ministering ansingle friends. What accounts for
gel status, thereby removing the hidsingleness? There are a variety of
eous possibility that some poor, desreasons guessed at, some valid in
perate woman might actually consent
some cases, none valid in all:
to live with one of them for eternity.
1. "He's homosexual-a t least
First is Roger. Roger holds the
not normal." It's true that some
priesthood. Roger never lets anyone
unmarried Mormon men are gay, but
forget for more than thirty seconds
innocent suspects far outnumber the
that he holds the priesthood. "Why
guilty. "How do you prove you're
don't we go see a movie tonight? I'm
not? Get a girl pregnant? That's a
too tired to dance." "No, Patricia, I've
great choice for a returned missiondecided we're going to the dance, and
ary," said one. Meanwhile, this form
I hold the priesthood."
of stereotyping is particularly vicious.
We broke up when in a casual
One single woman complained bitterconversation I mentioned that I only
ly that in her Salt Lake branch she
wanted six children. You know you're
not only had to compete with other
a Mormon when six children seems like
women for a man's attention-she
Planned Parenthood. Quoth Roger:
also had to compete with other men.
"Six children? My wife's going to
Another woman used testimony meethave twelve children, and that's that."
ing to denounce the men present as
"Isn't i t partly up to her?"
"mama's boys" and "hung up on
"I hold the priesthood!"
roommates." A man in a northwestQuoth I (hereby ending our datern ward quite seriously said he had
ing relationship): "Then you have the
to think about moving out of a very
other six babies, Roger old chum."
comfortable living situation because

, Four Single Men
That I Hope
Never
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mented, "I have mixed feelings about
men who use the 'I haven't met her
yet' reason. Sometimes it's a cop-out.
The guy who's saying that may have
met her ten times and just Lnasn
---'L t
recognized her yet. At the same time,
I also know men who have fast€!d and
prayed and been told to wait; t here's
. ..
no doubt in my mind that they'd
better wait."
Single men defending themselves
from this charge sometimes agre!e,but
t
are helpless to do anything a h~ u it.
"I'll admit that if a girl isn't bealutiful,
I'm not very interested in her," said
one. "But I'm not the kind of handsome he-man type that most
undoubtedly dream of. It's a b i ~
don't quite know how to get out of
Others protest, "But quite hor
ly, I've never been in love." Another
said, "I don't want to just get married.
I want to be married-happily married. That imposes certain conditions
that I'm willing to keep looking for."
Another single man said, "There
My second candidate for permanent bachelorhood is Jerry the Jerk.
Jerry apparently reached puberty at
the age of thirty-two, and can't get
over the strange and wonderful things
that are happening to him. I had the
golden opportunity to be the guinea
pig in his unending series of experiments. He was utterly unscientific:
When I wouldn't let him touch me
here he was unable to induce that he
also should not touch me there. To
him, two inches to the left was all
new territory, to be explored for
hostile natives.
ARer two dates the natives were
hostile.
And the worst of it was, he had
absolutely no taste about what is done
in public and private. I just don't like
getting my backside pinched while
standing in a line to get into a
popular movie. Especially when it's
only my second date with a guy. Our
last contact (physical, of course) was
the day he patted my bottom in
sacrament meeting while I was talking to the branch president. I asked
the BP what was wrong with somebody like Jerry, and the dear man
told me that I was the second girl that
semester to complainJerry thought
girls liked to be treated that way, and
no amount of gentle hinting (like
slaps and kicks and screams) could
persuade him otherwise.
Val was, to say the least, a
moron. Somewhere along the line
nobody had ever mentioned the concept of manners to him. I'm not
referring to opening doors for ladies
and placing coats over mud puddles-that's the advanced course. Val never

have been a number of women I could
have married-fine
women. I could
have been comfortable with them and
fond of them, and some of them have
been in love with me. But-I don't
quite know how to say this-there
wasn't any companionship. I had the
feeling that I understood what they
were thinking and feeling and I knew
exactly how to make them happy, but
I never felt that they understood me,
my ideas, my goals. I want more than
a cook and a bedmate."
3. "Immaturity ." Again, some
men, unconsciously, are still using the
same standards that they used as
teenagers. One man who describes
himself as "seriously looking" felt
that he had to get a n apartment with
cable television before he could start
entertaining his friends. And he plans
to marry "as soon as I buy a boat."
Another one admits: "As Mormons, we really don't have very good
models unless we look for them.
Naturally, the Church doesn't give us

much instruction on how to be successfully single, and the world offers
mainly the image of the 'swinging
single.' I think some of us have
bought that image and pour all of our
energy into the right clothes, the
right car, the right job. It comes as a
shock when we attract women to
whom those are the most important
values, too."
Other single men feel resentful of
the charge of immaturity because
they feel stereotyped. "I'm obviously a
responsible person in other ways-as
a citizen, in my job, in my church
callings, in my relationship to my
family," protests one. "But just because I'm not married, all of a sudden
that makes me irresponsible."
4. Lack of self-knowledge. By
definition, a man is usually unaware
of this problem and may not discover
i t without counseling or revelation of
some sort. Frequently he has adopted
a set of values without thinking about
them-for instance, the idea that he

had the basics.
Everybody belches occasionally.
But usually there is some attempt a t
restraint. When someone is in the
way, one usually says, "Excuse me."
When Val didn't just shove, he said,
"Hey, move a minute." Our relationship ended when he put his feet
(muddy, of course) up on my new glass
coffee table so hard that it shattered
the glass. I didn't mind the broken
glass so much. What I minded was
Val saying, "Look what happens when
you buy cheap stuff." I sent him a bill
for $300 and he didn't ask me out
anymore.
And number four: my dear husband (ex) who gave me the name I
bear. I refer to him as a single man
because he is one now and with any
mercy he will remain such forever.
He has no flaws. He makes a
great deal of money (a round of
applause for alimony and child support, folks) and has a lot of prestige in
his field, particularly for one so
young. He is graceful and courteous.
Women have been seen to brighten
visibly (thrust out that chest) when
he comes into a room. He looks like
tailors pay him to wear their clothes.
He always has one lock of hair out of
place-the same lock of hair all the
time, and the same place. He has no
enemies in the world, and everyone
who sees him wants to do him a favor,
because he looks like the kind of
person you do favors for.
His only flaw is that he has no
flaws. He only married me in a
moment of weakness (he fell in love
with my mind) and regretted it instantly. I never could manage to keep

the garbage can exactly in place. I
was unable to keep my hair looking
beautiful without occasionally appearing in the living room while wearing
curlers. Dinner was as much as fifteen
minutes late four times in the same
week. And, worst of all, our child
cried and i t sometimes took me as
much a s five minutes to quiet the wee
creature.
Of course he never raised his
voice. Of course he never complained.
He wrote me notes about how I might
improve my eficiency. He xeroxed
articles from magazines on time eficiency and effective housekeeping (I
hate the women who write those
articles-if
they really keep their
houses that perfectly, how do they
find the time to write the articles?
They have a maid, that's how). And
he phrased clever backhanded compliments, like, "One nice thing about
late meals is, the food is still hot
fifteen minutes after suppertime!" or
"I love it when you dress nicely
around the house. It's such a nice
contrast ."
I put up with it for two years.
And now I'm looking for a man who is
a good Latterday Saint who honors
his priesthood (but doesn't worship it);
who wants an active sex life (but
believes in occasional breaks for things
like eating, sleeping, working); who is
able to be natural and comfortable
around the home (without constantly
reminding me of the monkey cage a t
the zoo); and who, above all, is willing
to accept my imperfections as patiently as I accept his.
If such a man exists, he's probably mamed. Knowing my luck.

should be married-and consequently
discovers behavior that contradicts
those values. For example, one single
man, a graduate student in his thirties, described himself as extremely
anxious to marry, but "I can't afford
it." He was taken aback when someone pointed out that he'd just spent a
sizeable sum on a n antique brass
bed-a single bed.
One Institute teacher remembers
talking to several single men who are
more comfortable dating nonmembers
because "Mormon women make me
feel a s if they're constantly going
down a checklist to see how I measure
up." The teacher concedes: "It's true
that some women really put pressure
on a man; it's also true that some of
these men are just projecting their
own insecurities and prefer to stay
with less threatening women."
Some men, in fact, deliberately
pick unmarriageable partners for their
activities. One graduate student rathe r revealingly commented, "Mormon
women aren't friendly enough. They
never give a guy any encouragement."
He then enthusiastically praised a
a non-Mormon woman ofice-mate.
"She'll come in and say, 'Hey, let's
1 pick up a couple of sandwiches and go
bike-riding for lunch.' '' Did he want
Mormon women to show their interest
by asking him to do something? "Oh
no," he responded quickly. "That
would be too forward."
5. Lack of interpersonal skills.
"Some men live in a fantasy world,"
commented a counselor. "Theyll sit
home night after night, never talk to
a woman a t church, never ask a
woman out, but feel certain that
they'll m a n y quite soon (they don't
know how or to whom) and then
everything will be wonderful. Naturally the only person they'll attract is
the woman who is looking for someone to dominate-and there couldn't
be a worse combination."
Another type "has picked up a lot
of communication skills, is very good
discussing relationships and interpersonal dynamics, and doesn't want
to waste any time playing games.
They're therapists more than anything else. They certainly attract
women since they're endlessly willing
to 'help' them, but these women are
usually the very ones who are not
healthy enough to marry."
Many single men are disillusioned
with dating. Some stop dating. One
man in his middle thirties, who
doesn't want to "waste time" dating,
uses the "vibe method." When he
meets a woman a t Church (he is
faithful in attendance and assiduous
in meeting newcomers), he claims to
be able to tell within fifteen seconds
"by the Spirit" whether he should get
to know her better.

A more successful choice for some
men is finding informal ways of
spending time with women. "I really
want to marry a friend," explains one,
"not some exotic stranger that has
clubbed me into submission with her
eyelashes." A group activity for him
"takes off the pressure that a date
has." Another man lauds the range of
activities available outside the formal
dating situation: "fixing dinner together for friends, washing our cars,
watching Masterpiece Theater. Maybe
I'm the only one who sometimes finds
myself role-playing on a date, but I
don't think so. I prefer situations that
are a little looser." Another man
pointed out another advantage: "The
women in this group I'm friends with
feel free to ask me for help with
something without worrying about
whether they're 'chasing' me. I really
like that freedom for both of us."
6. Sufficient satisfactions elsewhere. Some men come from cultures
or families where later marriage is
the pattern. Consequently, according
to the model they c a n y around in
their heads, their lives are progressing in a perfectly normal pattern.
A counselor pointed out that
some single men also discover, almost
accidentally, the satisfactions of being
single. "For a variety of reasons, a
fellow may get through twenty-five
years without marrying. Suddenly
he's educated, financially secure, active in the Church, and very desirable
to a lot of women. They're competing
for him and he likes it. In fact, some
men will not compete for a womanwhich is why the women nearly
always m a n y someone else."
One successful businessman, who
modestly described himself as "probably the most eligible bachelor in
California," offered yet another reason. "I have several friends who, like
me, have set their priorities on education and financial security first. I've
been married to my business for the
past several years. You learn to work
hard on your mission and in college,
you find it's a successful way of
sublimating sexual impulses; and after a while, you forget what you were
sublimating and just keeping working
hard."
7. Pain. "Don't underestimate how
painful the fear of rejection can be if
it hasn't happened to you lately,"
warned a counselor. "When a man
didn't have a good way of coping with
rejection in the first place and doesn't
have a strong enough support system
to bounce back, he's really trapped by
that fear and can't get out of it
without help. Same goes for women,
of course."
One man commented on "the
exhaustion" of "putting your ego on

the line for the umpteenth time to ask
out a girl you hardly know." An even
deeper weariness comes when a man
feels that he's invested a year or two
in a relationship that doesn't work
out. "Knowing you're going to have to
begin a t the beginning all over again
with another woman, with no guarantees that it will work out any better
this time than the last time, really
takes a lot of faith," said one; and he
added, "And you always have a t least
a couple of bleak, black days where
you wonder if you're worth anything
a t all."
Are sexual need and frustration a
problem? Counselors and branch presidents say yes, conceding that their
perspective may be somewhat distorted because they work mostly with
the portion of the population that
has the problem. They mention masturbation a s a relatively widespread
problem. Heavy necking and petting
is another. One counselor cited the

"Mormon women
make me feel
as if they're
constantly going
down a checklist
to see how
I measure up."

rather extreme example of a man in
his thirties who will date the same
woman a s much as two or three years,
"thinking vaguely that it might work
into marriage. Actually what he gets
out of it is a necking session once or
twice a week that keeps him technically moral but sexually satisfied. He
feels guilty, but not guilty enough to
repent-just
guilty enough to confess."
However, many single men who
are not among the "problem population" say that there are good ways of
handling sexual pressure. "There's a
great deal to be said for ignorance,"
said one wryly. "I know enough to
suspect what I'm missing but a t least
I'm not under the same kind of
pressure a s a divorced or widowed
man." Another pointed out, "Self-control is a habit just as masturbation is
a habit. When you've spent fifteen
years establishing self-control, it's a
pretty reliable habit." Several menSunstone II:2

tioned that chastity was a covenant
responsibility with spiritual help and
spiritual rewards they felt they could
rely on.
What finally motivates marriage?
One branch president described it as a
"crisis of conscience" and explained,
"When these men arc trying to live
the gospel, going to the temple regularly, and putting a lot of them,selves
into church service, marriage be1comes
more and more important. It's1 true
that these activities are also broadening their capacity to love and their
ability to communicate it-but there
just seems to be a point at which
capacity and motivation meet the
right set of circumstances. St.aying
single then no longer looks lilke an
alternative."
For many men, however, it's less
dramatic. Some become aware that
"I'd graduated, I had a good job, and I
wanted to settle down. I was just
ready in ways that I hadn't been
before." Others discover that a specific obstacle-such
as interpersonal
skills-is
in their way and take
necessary steps to remove it. "It took
a lot of courage," said a California
man, "since I had to admit that I'd
been a failure in that area up to that
point. But the exhilaration of seeing
myself change gave me a kind of
self-confidence I'd never experienced
before, either. Marriage seemed like a
natural step to take a t that stageand it was." He recommended counseling. "I couldn't have done it alone."
What are the solutions that single
men have found for themselves in
coping with the pressures and frustrations of being unmarried?
1. Be honest. Most single Imen
agree that keeping in touch T~ i t h
feelings and motivations is the sigp of
a mature person, not a paranoid nnP
One single Mormon in the East w;ants
to avoid complacence or apathy.: tt1
know that marriage is a commisnd'ment. When my bishop asks me if' 11111
keeping the commandments during
temple recommend interviews, irI all
honesty I have to say there's one,I'm
utny.
not. It may hurt, but it's hes"
Another added, "I've always felt that I
belong to the category of me11 who
were 'looking' for a wife, not :imong
those who were 'waiting' to g;et married. But I have to keep analyzing my
motives and testing my feelin1:s to see
,,
if my decisions are consistent.
2. Get a testimony of marriage,
not just of the gospel. An Institute
teacher pointed out, "If you look at
divorce statistics, unrewarding marriages, and brutalizing personal relationships, it really doesn't give :you a
very good feeling about getting married. You're smart to be afrnlid of
getting into something like th,
9,

suggests that single men look at a lot
of marriages among their friends and
family and become aware of the
different ranee of stvles available.
"One man to12 me t h a i it took a lot of
pressure off him when he realized
that the image he's been carrying
around of his brother's successful
marriage-a heavy and intense oneactually didn't fit his own personality
a t all. When he noticed that other
couples were equally happy with a
very spontaneous, lighthearted relationship, he relaxed a lot."
3. Keep a good sense of perspective. One single man describes his
system for keeping a balance: "If I
ever feel sony for myself, I realize
that it's self-indulgence. Without even
trying I can think of a half-dozen
sorrows that are much worse than
loneliness. I don't know any responsible Saint who is going to get his
reward without some tough problems
to face. This particular problem has
simply turned out to be my greatest
burden thus far."
Another added, "Marriage is part
of the gospel for me. Sometimes, for
one reason or another, I find myself
behaving as though it's the only
principle of the gospel. Of course that
makes me feel like a failure. What
helps is to remind myself of other
areas where I'm having good experiences with the gospel and feel the
Lord's approval for my efforts."
4. Find models. Being single does
not preclude righteousness. A significant number of men in Church history were single for long portions of
their lives or married late. One man
says, "My friends joke that Evan
Stephens is my hero. Well, it's true
that he was single all his life, but that
didn't stop him from making a contribution to the Church." This pioneer
composer wrote more than fifteen of
our current hymns, including "For the
Strength of the Hills" and "Shall the
Youth of Zion Falter?" Other men
who were single or who married over
age thirty were Lorenzo Snow; John
R. Parks, who played a significant
role in the early history of the
University of Utah; Willard Richards;
and John M. Bernhisel, whose political missions to Washington were vital
during early settlement in Utah.
5. Form healthy relationships with
married couples, single men and women, children, and your own family
wherever possible. "If you insist that
the most important thing about you is
being single, other people will take
you a t your word," said one. "I think
it's more important that I'm involved
in some exciting research, enjoy missionary work, and can cook French."
One Utah man, relatively close to his
married brothers and sisters, com-

Hollow Homes

Much of the problem is a misun-

ments appreciatively on being able to
spend time with his nieces and nephews. A single man in the East,
separated from his own family, is a
devoted surrogate-uncle to the children of his ward. "There is a girl who
calls me up and asks me over all the
time," he says ruefully. "Of course,
she's only six."
6. If you feel guilty, examine your
conscience with the help of the Holy
Ghost. If you have reason to feel
guilty, repent. If you don't, then get
on with living. "Singleness is not a
disease," says one simply. 'Marriage
is not a cure." Another gives his
philosophy: "I have many kiends, an
active social life, a job I enjoy, and
plenty of outside interests. I feel that
I'm open to the Lord's counsel, I seek
it, and I try to make my relationships
Sunstone II:2

will for men is that they be servants
and priests to God; loving fathers,
teachers, and friends to their children; tender and faithful husbands to
their wives; adequate providers for
their families; charitable brothers to
all mankind. The Savior who said
"Love one another as I have loved
you" was not calling for men to be
macho and hide their tender feelings;
the Lord who wept a t the death of his
friend and let John the Beloved lean
on his bosom a t the last supper did
not
consider manliness as being
tough, cruel, violent. Those Saints
who buy the world's view buy a
counterfeit, and lose by it.
Many men try to fit that image
and succeed too well: they pay the
price in miserable homes, unhappy
families, often in divorce. Other men
try to fit the image and fail. Those
who fail and then give up either
commit suicide--or murder their masculinity by denying it or retreat from
i t into the fantasy world of masturbation.
There is a link between masturbation and homosexuality. Of course,
most who masturbate do not become
homosexuals: but all who are homosexuals masturbated seriously. Indeed, there are degrees of masturbation, ranging from innocent childlike
acts to impulsive erotic acts to a
fantasy life of sexual pewemion that
is central to the masturbator's life.
Dr. V. Vernon Woolf found that the
process was sequential, and that it
seemed to be more a symptom than a
disease.
And the disease? A non-nurturing
home environment, said Dr. Woolf.
"Evidently the communication system
in the family breaks down or has
never existed in such a way as
to handle genuine intimacy.. . . The

with others as sincere and meaningful
a s possible. I definitely have neither
the time nor the inclination to sit
around crying into my Kool-Aid because I'm single."
Another
man who has been
through the troughs of tribulation
describes his position this way: "Let's
no longer talk of marriage as a duty,
but rather as a reason-a reason for
living. Love, too, is a duty, but what
life-support comes from obliged affection? For the first time in my life, I'm
free-free
of so many insecurities,
needs, and self-doubts that in years
past drove me to the illusion that all I
needed was marriage. I thank the
Lord for saving me from those motivations. Perhaps now that the need to
marry isn't so obsessive, I'm ready."

